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Victory Genomics is a horse health and performance company like no other. We use 
the VGnome to decode all of your horse’s DNA, not just a handful of genes. 

Whether it’s to win races, choose color, prevent disease or select an ideal partner for 
your horse, Victory Genomics helps to optimize horse health, ramp up performance, 
while avoiding illness and injury

We help your horse’s genes work for them — for their entire lifetime.

Put the power of genomics
TO WORK FOR YOUR HORSE



ABOUT US Victory Genomics is a horse health and performance company 
like no other. We use WGS to decode all of your horse’s DNA, not 
just a handful of genes.
 
Whether it’s to win races, choose color, prevent disease or select 
an ideal partner for your horse, WGS helps to optimize horse 
health, ramp up performance, while avoiding illness and injury. 

We help your horse’s genes work for them, not against them — for 
their entire lifetime.

OUR
VISION & 
MISSION 

It is our vision to… 
“transform equine health and elite performance, as the global 
leader of horse genetic testing.”

It is our mission to… 
Decode complex genomic data into easy-to-understand 
recommendations, personalized for your horse, while building 
lifelong relationships with you and your horse.



VGnome

Wondering where your horse’s coat color and 
pattern come from? Harness the power of 
VGnome to find out. Interested in a foal? Learn 
the color genes of your mare and stallion to 

accurately predict a foal’s coat.

Genomes alone can’t guarantee a 
champion, but they can o�er a winning 
edge. Play to your horse’s strengths by 
applying data-driven decisions to outsmart 

the competition

A debilitating illness is gut-wrenching. From 
breed-specific testing to the discovery of 
mysterious illnesses in your horses, VGnome is 

unparalleled in scope and power.

Tired of the one-size-fits-all approach to 
equine health? Leverage wellness 
recommendations precisely tailored to 

your horse’s unique genome.

Dreaming of a perfect foal? Looking for the right partner for your horse? 
Find the ideal match with Victory Genomics.

Precision Matchmaking

BIG Data 
2.7 20,000

Genes analyzed letters of Horse DNA

Whole genome sequencing. One simple test. All the DNA. All the genes. 
The whole horse genome. All at once and forever.

Millions of variations
Sequenced 30x 

for accuracy

No other company o�ers this level of testing. Period. Full stop.

Billion

Everything. To Give You More OUR PRODUCT OFFERINGS

A World of Color Blazing Performance

Freedom from Disease Personalized Health



Unparalleled insights
We use industry-leading whole genome 
sequencing, the most advanced, the most 
complete in the world. Not just required 
testing: insightful testing.

Meaningful reports
Genomics is a complex science, but our 
test reports are not. Scientifically rigorous, 
yet easy to understand.

Comprehensive Support
Still have questions? Arrange a 
personalized consultation to review your 
horse’s report with our genomic experts.

Lasting Relationships
VGnome is just the beginning. As we 
discover more about horse genomics, you 
can get immediate access to the latest 
discoveries.

Quality
The highest quality, human-grade 
genomic testing that meets the standards 
for horse breed associations.

Privacy
We use industry leading encryption to 
keep your horse’s genome private. We 
will never share identifying horse data 
with anyone without your explicit 
permission. Safe, Secure, Private

DON’T SETTLE FOR SECOND BEST HOW IT WORKS

Send blood or hair roots 
to Victory Genomics.

We sequence the whole 
genome of your horse.

You get a comprehensive, 
easy to understand report.

Follow up with an optional 
consultation.
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We are still learning about the horse’s genome.

As we discover more, you do too.

Victory Genomics. The journey is just beginning.



Global 
Reach

We accept samples from all over the world.
 
The VG Dry Blood Spot card is our simple way to send 
blood. Or send us a few hair roots. It’s as easy as mailing a 
postcard, using our pre-paid packaging. This makes the 
VGnome accessible to everyone around the world – com-
pletely hassle free.

OTHER DATABASES

VG DATABASE
VGDB®

VG DATABASE
• On track to be largest horse database

• Whole genome sequencing

• Unpublished variants

• Comprehensive information across different breeds.

• Matches genes to elite performance

• Gene-health associations from stables worldwide

• Gene-drug interactions

• Lifestyle traits, ranging from obesity to behavior, for

   personalized equine health.

• Small collections of horses

• Limited sequence data or SNP arrays

• Limited to known variants

• Sequence data restricted to a few breeds

• Minimal testing for performance, disease, drug

   interactions, or lifestyle



Sales & Marketing Support
info@victorygenomics.com

Customer care
Omar@victorygenomics.com
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Cofounder and President of Victory Genomics. He is a Professor at Yale University School of 
Medicine, where his laboratory investigates patient driven gene discovery to understand 
embryonic mechanisms. He is a world-renowned genetic expert with an immense experience 
in the discovery and identification of previously unknown genetic traits and diseases.

Cofounder and Treasurer of Victory Genomics. He is an Associate Professor and Clinical 
Director of the Pediatric Genomics Discovery Program at Yale University School of Medicine. 
He is also the founder of Qiyas, a US company that specializes in lifestyle genomics.

Cofounder, Vice President and Chief Commercial O�cer of Victory Genomics. He is the 
founder of The Genome Outpost, a company that specializes in the launch of scientific and 
genetics products from the bench to the market.  He has expertise in management of DNA 
sequencing, storage, and computational analysis. He was an early investor in Centogene N.V., 
heading their genetic testing sales for 5 years.

Chief Executive O�cer of Victory Genomics. She is the founder of HR180, a management 
consulting firm. She has extensive experience with key business protocols, personnel 
development, and conflict management in cases of mergers and acquisitions. She has served 
as Director of External Relations at the Royal Hashemite Scientific Society, Chief HR Officer at 
Orange Telecom, and Vice President of HR and Administration at Jordan Dubai Capital. 

Chief Operating O�cer of Victory Genomics. He is an expert in precision medicine, data 
analytics, and data monetization for in-vitro diagnostics. He serves as Director of Business 
Development at Reference Laboratory Genetics. He has also served as the Technical Director 
at NIMGenetics and Senior Director of R&D Bioinformatics at Centogene N.V.

CONTACT US

For further information and support, please contact our customer support team.



Victory Genomics, Inc 
251 Little Falls Drive, NewCastle, Wilmington, 

Delaware 19808, USA. 
Company #: 33777752 

Victorygenomics.com


